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An intensive experimental investigation by means of triaxial and oedometer tests was 

performed on a clayey loess that was retrieved from two depths at a location on the 

southern Chinese Loess Plateau. Intact and reconstituted samples were used to 

identify the effects of the natural structure on soil behavior in saturated conditions. 

The behavior in compression was clearly affected by structure with the intact samples 

reaching well$defined gross yield points outside the intrinsic compression line of the 

reconstituted soil, after which the compression paths converged towards the intrinsic 

compression lines, behavior which is consistent with destructuration. However, very 

high stresses were required to give complete convergence. Similarly the triaxial tests 

that were carried out at lower stress levels also did not give convergence of the critical 

states so that different critical state lines could be defined for the intact and 

reconstituted soils. This was consistent with qualitative observations from scanning 

electron micrographs that natural elements of fabric and possibly bonding persisted 

even after triaxial shearing. The effects of structure at the two depths on the 

compression and shearing behavior were slightly larger for the shallower samples. 

Despite the very different genesis of the soils, it was found that similar frameworks 

could be applied to those used for sedimentary clays and that the degree of structure 

was equivalent to a clay of medium sensitivity.  

��������:  compressibility, shear strength, fabric/structure of soils, Laboratory tests 
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During the Pleistocene, loess transported by wind was deposited widely in China 

(Heller and Liu 1982; Kukla and An 1989). As a result of this genesis, the Aeolian 

soils deposited under free$fall typically form highly open structures with the 

interstitial clay$particles congregating at the silt$particles contacts. The finer particles 

and particle aggregates have low settling velocities, and they were generally deposited 

further from the source area. The finer particle content of loess on the Chinese Loess 

Plateau increases from northwest to southeast (Fig.1). They are classified 

progressively as sandy loess, silty loess and clayey loess (Liu 1985). It is the clayey 

loess from Jingyang on the southeast margins of the plateau (Fig.1), also investigated 

by Jiang et al. (2014), which has been used here to identify in detail the influence of 

structure on its behavior.  

 

Loess soils around the world are frequently partially saturated in$situ and much 

research has focused on their collapse on wetting (e.g. Rogers et al. 1994; 

Muñoz$Castelblanco et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2012). The element of structure that is 

linked to that collapse is typically thought to be inter$particle bonding, but researchers 

are not unanimous about the origins of the inter$particle bonds. Some have 

emphasized clay particles, often in aggregated form, linking larger silt grains (e.g. 

Barden et al. 1973; Delage et al. 2005), but others refer to calcite bonding, dissolved 

salts or iron oxide (e.g. Derbyshire et al. 1995; Jiang et al. 2012). While a loss of 

bonding may be the cause of the collapse, its magnitude is related to the open fabric of 
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the loess and many authors have used Scanning Electron Microscopy, Mercury 

Intrusion Porosimetry or Computed Tomography to investigate this (e.g. Delage et al. 

2005; Wen and Yan 2013; Jiang et al. 2014).  

 

There has been a significant amount of work examining the effects of structure on 

other aspects of the behavior of partially saturated loess, not just collapse (e.g. Wen 

and Yan 2013). While some researchers have suggested a more or less complete loss 

of bonding on saturation (Dijkstra et al. 2000; Dijkstra 2001), others have found 

significant effects of structure even in the saturated soils (e.g. Feda et al. 1993; Jiang 

et al. 2014). Reviewing existing data (Hu et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2006; Shao et al. 

2006; Li and Yao 2009), Liu et al. (2013) identified the similarity between the 

behavior of intact loess soils and natural clays, with similar processes of 

destructuration under load leading to the behavior of the intact soil converging with 

that of the reconstituted. However, there have been relatively few attempts to identify 

comprehensively the effects of structure in loess following the same types of 

techniques used for sedimentary clays (e.g. Burland 1990; Cotecchia and Chandler 

2000) or sands (e.g. Cuccovillo and Coop 1999).  

 

Loess composition in China varies not only with location but also with depth and 

these variations represent changing geological environments during the Quaternary, 

especially changes to the nature, size or location of the source area and/or winds (Liu 

1985; Ding et al. 1997). While many researchers have also reported variations of 
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mechanical properties with depth (Liu 1985) these studies have generally not 

highlighted the role of structure and how that changes with depth. It is possible that 

the broadly common origin of the soils might give rise to more similarity in the 

underlying mechanical behavior if suitable normalization for the intrinsic properties 

were made.  

 

The work described herein placed particular emphasis on investigating the influences 

of structure and the interaction of structure with depth of burial in the context of the 

macro$mechanical behavior of the soil in a saturated state. While the partial saturation 

that is typical of loess in situ has important engineering consequences and interacts 

with the effects of structure, a complete investigation of the saturated behavior is a 

necessary first step to understanding the mechanics. Most loess research in China 

concentrates on the silty loesses because of the collapse that they undergo during 

saturation, but here a clayey loess has been tested that is not subject to collapse, but 

which will be shown nevertheless to have a significant effect of structure on its 

behavior.  

��� ����������!��� ��� ��

The samples tested were obtained from south Jingyang platform at depths below 

ground level of 20m and 50m, both depths belonging to Middle Pleistocene (Q2). The 

loess of the Chinese plateau is normally consolidated (Shao et al. 2011), so these 

should be the maximum depths of burial. Both soils were retrieved from areas cut for 

soil extraction and although the locations were about 7km apart the ground levels of 
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the plateau were within about 2m of each other. A block sampling method was 

adopted clearing about 1m of superficial loess prior to excavation. The blocks were 

carefully trimmed by hand and sealed using layers of cling$film (plastic wrap) and 

wax.  

 

The index properties for the two materials are presented in Table 1. The dry density of 

the shallower loess is 1500$1520kg/m
3
 with a void ratio of 0.81$0.83. The deeper 

loess is significantly denser than the shallow, with a dry density of 1580$1590kg/m
3
 

with a void ratio of 0.72$0.74. Figure 2 shows the particle size distributions 

determined by conventional sieving and sedimentation. The amount of silt in the two 

soils is similar at about 75–77% but the deeper sample is slightly better graded over 

the silt size range. The clay contents were the same for the two soils at about 18%. 

Mineralogical analysis showed that the predominant mineral for the soil fraction is 

quartz, with smaller amounts of albite and calcite with significant quantities of clay 

minerals (Table 2). Both materials have relatively low plasticities but that at 50m is 

slightly higher, perhaps the result of the small difference in grading or the slightly 

higher montmorillonite content. Both materials plot slightly above the A$Line on the 

plasticity chart, and are classified as CL, inorganic clays of low to medium plasticity, 

but are quite close to the ML region for inorganic silts.  

 

Figure 3 shows typical SEM images of the intact loess specimens for the two depths 

tested, taken on broken horizontal and vertical surfaces. Many of the particles have a 
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platy shape and these tend to be more visible as flat surfaces in the horizontal plane 

than the vertical, especially for the 20m sample, indicating a predominant horizontal 

particle orientation, as might be expected. The particles also tend to be clustered into 

aggregates, but at 20m the aggregate particles seem more loosely packed than those at 

50m. Both samples have larger voids between the aggregates and these are also more 

evident at 20m. The 20m sample therefore has a clearly more open texture. A higher 

magnification image in Fig.3(e) shows an amorphous coating over many of the 

particles. This was found at both depths, and while it could create some cement 

bonding between particles it was local in nature not pervasive throughout the samples. 

The 50m block sample had a homogenous meso$scale fabric at the scale visible to the 

naked eye, but the 20m sample had a number of visible voids (Fig.4), probably of 

biogenic origin.  

 

The intact triaxial samples were carefully trimmed vertically on a hand lathe to the 

required dimensions of 38mm diameter and 76mm length, while the intact oedometer 

samples were trimmed directly into the 50mm confining ring on the lathe applying 

some downward pressure on the ring while trimming slightly ahead of the cutting 

edge. The reconstituted samples for both triaxial and oedometer tests were made from 

the trimmings and were created by the moist tamping method, taking care to use 

sufficient compaction to avoid any macro$voids remaining and using the 

undercompaction method of Ladd (1978).  
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Tables 3 and 4 give summary data for all the tests. For the oedometer tests the 

accuracy of the initial specific volumes, v (=1+e) was ensured by using two methods 

of calculation, the first method measuring the initial dimensions and weights of the 

samples and the second the water contents at the ends of the tests together with the 

volumetric strains measured during testing. Any tests for which the differences 

between the two values were more that ±0.01 were discarded. An average value of v is 

reported in Table 3 and these should therefore be accurate to better than ±0.005. The 

intact soil was partially saturated with a degree of saturation typically of about 60% 

for the 20m sample and 70% for the 50m. The reconstituted samples were also 

initially partially saturated because of their creation by wet compaction. While the 

immersion in the water bath was found sufficient to give good final saturation of the 

oedometer samples, the triaxial samples were saturated under back pressure until B 

values of at least 95% were achieved.  

 

In the oedometer tests care was taken that the stresses applied to the intact samples 

during saturation caused neither significant swelling or compression, to prevent 

destructuration. The vertical stress was therefore varied to hold a constant height 

during the initial stages of the test. The stresses required were quite low, at around 

10kPa, but as will be shown later, the swelling line gradients of the samples were 

small, so there was not a strong tendency either to swell or compress at low stress 

levels. Similar initial stresses were applied to the intact triaxial samples, because 

during saturation the true volumetric strains are unknown, as the volumetric strain 
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measured by the back pressure volume gauge has a component arising from the 

dissolution and/or compression of air within the sample. Since there was no local 

measurement of volume change on the apparatus, the values of specific volume 

reported in Table 4 for the triaxial tests at the end of saturation are based solely on the 

final water content measurements, together with the volumetric strain during the test 

after saturation. The triaxial samples were all isotropically compressed in small steps 

to a variety of stress levels and then sheared in compression either undrained or 

drained.  

 

��"�� �� ��"��������� �������!� ������� #�$�����

The one dimensional and isotropic compression data for reconstituted samples and 

intact samples are plotted in Fig.5. The reconstituted samples were made with a 

variety of initial specific volumes to check whether the various compression paths 

would converge onto unique Intrinsic Compression Lines (ICL), or if there was any 

evidence of transitional behavior with non$convergent compression curves (e.g. 

Altuhafi et al. 2010; Shipton and Coop 2012). With the exception of one isotropic test 

that may not have been loaded quite far enough to reach the ICL, or may have some 

slight inaccuracy in v, all the tests on reconstituted samples define unique ICLs in 

both isotropic and one$dimensional loading. Although there are some small variations 

in the properties such as grading and mineralogy, these seem not to affect the ICLs 

that are similar for both depths.  
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The data for the two intact block samples both clearly reach states outside the ICLs, in 

one$dimensional and isotropic loading which is an indication of the effects of 

structure. These tests were started at relatively low effective stresses for two reasons, 

firstly so that the pre$yield behavior could be observed in compression and secondly 

to avoid any possible collapse that might have occurred had the samples been 

saturated at their in$situ stress levels. At the original in$situ stresses the intact samples 

would have states well outside the ICLs and so collapse could have been an issue.  

 

The compression plots show that even for saturated loess the effects of structure can 

be very significant and that although the geological origin is very different, the effects 

of structure on compression are broadly similar in character and magnitude to those 

for sedimentary clays (e.g. Cotecchia and Chandler 2000; Hosseini Kamal et al. 2014). 

The intact soil compression paths reach states to the right of the ICL and gross yield 

points can be clearly identified as the points where the stress–volume behavior 

changes significantly, after which the paths tend to converge with their respective 

ICLs for isotropic or one$dimensional loading. The term “gross yield” is adopted as 

used in the sensitivity framework of Cotecchia and Chandler (2000) because, as they 

pointed out the strains below them are usually not purely elastic.  

 

Burland (1990) proposed normalizing the compression data of intact clay samples 

relative to the gradient and intercept of the reconstituted soil in order to highlight the 

effects of structure to give void index, Iv:  
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�� = ������∗

����∗ ������∗      (Eq.1)  

 

where e*100 and e*1000 are the void ratios on the ICL at 100 and 1000kPa. This method 

was originally proposed for clays, but in Fig.6(a) it has been applied to these loess 

soils, although the curvature of the ICL from Fig.5(a) is slightly smaller than for the 

sedimentary clays analyzed by Burland. The data for the intact samples resemble 

those of Feda et al. (1993) for a European loess that they also normalized using void 

index.  

 

The history of suction in$situ is not known but the water table is well below the 

sample depths (Lei 2001; Xu et al. 2011). The gross yield points are quite close the 

estimated past total stresses and so the effects of in$situ suction cannot have been 

large or those yield stresses would have been increased under the combination of the 

total stress and suction. The relatively stiff initial loading behavior and the small 

volumetric strains that occur prior to reaching stress levels equal to the in$situ total 

stress are indications that the samples were not badly disturbed either through 

sampling or laboratory preparation.  

 

The gross yield points and possible in$situ maximum stresses both plot close to the 

Sedimentation Compression Line (SCL) defined by Burland for the in$situ states of 

normally consolidated clays. As Cotecchia and Chandler highlighted the SCL of 

Burland corresponds to soils having a sensitivity of about 5 and since these samples 
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yield at slightly lower stresses, the sensitivities are moderate and slightly less than 5. 

In comparison the swell sensitivity (Schmertmann 1969), defined as the ratio of 

swelling indices of the reconstituted and intact soils, Csr/Cs, has values of about unity 

prior to gross yield, and this does not change after yield. This would imply that there 

is no effect of structure, which is unusual and seems not to agree with the clear yield 

in compression.  

 

As highlighted by Coop and Cotecchia (1995) and Baudet and Stallebrass (2004) one 

key difficulty of Burland’s void index is that it is only defined in terms of vertical 

stress for one dimensional compression and a new parameter	
� , was therefore 

defined in terms of invariants, so that isotropic and one$dimensional compression data 

as well as shearing data may all be compared:  

 


� = exp ��������∗�
�∗ �    (Eq.2)  

 

Figure 6(b) shows the volumetric compression data, normalized using	
�, for both the 

natural and reconstituted loess. To allow for the curvature that Burland highlighted in 

Intrinsic Compression Lines when examined over an extended pressure range and that 

can be seen in the oedometer data in Fig.5(a), they are assumed to be straight when a 

logarithmic specific volume axis is used, as suggested by Butterfield (1979):  

 

ln 
 = �∗ − �∗ln �′     (Eq.3) 

where values of 0.833 and 0.061 have been used for N* and λ* respectively. Although 
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the equations are defined in natural logs, log10 scales are shown for convenience on 

Fig.6(b). This method of normalization uses the isotropic normal compression line of 

the reconstituted soil rather than the one dimensional as the reference condition and so 

these data plot on the straight ICL, with a gradient of $1, with the one dimensional 

compression data for the reconstituted plotting slightly below. In calculating p' for the 

oedometer tests the simple assumption has been made that K0=1$sinϕ'. Over an 

extended pressure range the isotropic and one$dimensional data diverge slightly and 

so in choosing the gradient of the ICL the oedometer data, which cover a much greater 

pressure range have been trusted more than the isotropic compression. This slight 

difference in gradients may result from end friction in the triaxial tests, which had 

conventional platens. Comparing the oedometer and isotropic compression tests for 

the intact samples, the gross yield points are fairly similar, as are the rates of 

convergence towards the ICL, indicating that destructuration occurs at fairly similar 

rates in one$dimensional and isotropic loading for these soils.  

 

The comparison of the data for the 20m and 50m samples gives an insight into the 

evolution of structure with depth and so the origins of the structure, not previously 

investigated for loess soils. The similarity of the intrinsic properties corresponds to 

there being only relatively small differences in grading, mineralogy and index 

properties, and indicates that the nature of the loess deposited at the two depths and 

times was fairly similar. It also means that the comparison of the compression 

behavior can be made equally well on either the normalized plots (Fig.6) or 

non$normalized (Fig.5) since a key reason for normalization is to remove the effects 

of composition. The two block samples have slightly different initial specific volumes, 

the deeper loess having a slightly lower value as expected, but in both 
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one$dimensional and isotropic compression the gross yield points for the two depths 

are at quite similar distances outside the ICL, and those in one$dimensional 

compression are close to the SCL. After yield, the rates of convergence with the ICL 

are also similar for the two depths. These similarities confirm that the soil has a 

predominantly sedimentation structure, as defined by Cotecchia and Chandler (2000), 

so that the formation of the structure should have been coincident with rather than 

subsequent to burial. The differences in in$situ specific volume and yield stress are 

thus simply those expected from the different burial depths. Sedimentation structure is 

typical of younger, normally or lightly overconsolidated clays, as opposed to 

geologically older overconsolidated clays that generally possess some form of 

post$sedimentation structure formed after burial.  

 

��"�� �� ��"��������� �����# ����%�� #�$�����

�����&���������������

Figure 7 presents typical stress$strain data for the intact and reconstituted samples; the 

changes of pore pressures are normalized by initial effective confining pressure, p'0. 

The initial states of each tests are on the isotropic ICL for the reconstituted samples 

and above the ICL for the intact and so the volumetric strains and pore pressure 

responses during shearing are compressive for both. Most of the tests were stopped at 

axial strains of at least 40% at which point they had generally reached constant stress 

and volume states, although there are some small continued changes for some of the 

intact samples. The application of such large strains caused some barreling of the 

samples, although the strongly contractive volume changes meant that this was less 

noticeable in the drained tests.  
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The behavior of the intact soil is distinctly stiffer initially than the reconstituted for 

similar stress levels, again with clear gross yield points similar to those seen in 

compression at which points the stress$strain behavior softens significantly. These 

gross yield points are present even if the initial state is slightly post$gross yield in 

compression, for example at 400kPa Test 50m_UU01. At initial states further beyond 

gross yield, for example at 650kPa in test 50m_UD03 the gross yield point during 

shearing is absent. For drained conditions the intact soil continues to strain harden 

after gross yield while for undrained it strain softens rapidly, a feature that is not seen 

for the reconstituted soil and might again be attributed to the effects of structure.  

 

In Fig.8 the stress$strain data are represented by a stress ratio, q'/p'. Again the intact 

samples can be seen to be stiffer for similar loading conditions, but it is also clear that 

while the 20m samples tend towards a final ratio M of 1.35 those from 50m have a 

lower final value of around 1.25, most tests being within about ±0.05 of these values. 

These values of M correspond to critical state angles of shearing resistance, ϕ'cs of 

33.4° and 31.1° respectively. The lower M at 50m depth is consistent with the slightly 

higher plasticity.  

 

�����&������
�����������

The stress$dilatancy relationships for the drained tests on the reconstituted loess from 

20m in Fig.9(a) give a straight relationship at larger strains. In the absence of elastic 
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shear and bulk moduli, total strains have been plotted, the shear strain being 

calculated as εs = εv$εa/3, which assumes isotropy. The gradients have been taken by 

regression over short sections of the εs : εv graph. There is some scatter in the data at 

low stress ratios, because the rate of dilation is calculated as the ratio of two small 

values of strain. When the data for the intact samples from 20m are compared with the 

reconstituted (Figs.9b) the relationships are significantly different, reflecting the 

influence of the natural structure. At small strains the paths initially reach higher 

stress ratios than the equivalent reconstituted soil, but then tend towards the same 

critical state M at large strains. For the 50m depth the data are a little less clear, and 

there is little significant difference between the intact and reconstituted samples. The 

tendency towards the lower M value of 1.25 seen in Fig.8 occurs relatively late in 

some tests. There was no clear visual evidence of strain localization so this is unlikely 

to be the cause.  

 

����
�������� �

In Fig.10 the undrained stress paths highlight the differences between the intact and 

reconstituted samples that indicate effects of structure, with the intact samples giving 

stress paths that are significantly more strain softening. The end of test states have 

been assumed to be critical states and these again confirm the different M values.  

 

For consistency with the vn graph the shearing paths are shown in the lnv : lnp' plane 

in Fig.11. The paths followed by many of the intact samples are more strongly 
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compressive, with greater volume changes for the drained tests and higher pore 

pressures for the undrained since they start with higher initial specific volumes. Zhou 

et al. (2014) also highlighted the strongly strain$softening behavior of an intact loess 

that resulted from initial states far above the critical state line, which they attributed to 

structure, but they could not confirm this as they did not make comparisons with 

reconstituted soils. Even if the paths for the intact samples indicate a strongly 

compressive behavior, the end of test states give a critical state line (CSL) that lies 

higher than that of the reconstituted samples.  

 

The CSLs for both reconstituted and intact samples (CSLr and CSLi) are the same for 

the two depths in either the lnv:lnp' plane or lnvn:lnp' plane (Fig.12) and in the 

normalized plane they are parallel to the ICL. It is perhaps surprising that the 

relatively small differences in the grading and index properties of the soil at the two 

depths has some effect on the critical states in the stress plane, q':p' but not in the 

compression plane lnv:lnp', but this is consistent with there being no effect also on 

either the isotopic or one$dimensional intrinsic compression behavior.  

 

The spacing between the CSLs for the intact and reconstituted soil in terms of specific 

volume is around 0.08, which would represent a volumetric strain of about 5% for the 

initial specific volumes of the samples. Although there is some very small continued 

volume change at the end of the tests for some of the drained tests on intact samples 

(Fig.7c) it is clear that incomplete testing could not be the cause of there being two 
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different CSLs. Provided that a soil has a homogenous structure, shearing should 

eventually lead to a unique critical state when all elements of the initial structure are 

erased and the soil should tend towards not only constant stresses and volumes, but 

also a constant fabric. However, Nougier$Lehon et al. (2005) demonstrated that the 

strains needed to reach a constant fabric could be very large indeed. Many models for 

structured soils assume ultimate convergence of the intact with the reconstituted states 

(e.g. Liu et al. 2013). In contrast, to account for more stable elements of fabric that 

could not be removed by the strain levels imposed by triaxial testing, in their 

framework Cotecchia and Chandler (2000) assumed that the CSL of the intact soil 

need not correspond with that of the reconstituted. This was implemented in their 

constitutive model by Baudet and Stallebrass (2004) by permitting an offset between 

the CSLs of the intact and reconstituted soil, so that as an intact soil destructures it 

need not collapse back to the CSL of the reconstituted soil, no matter what strains are 

applied. For clays several examples have been observed where robust fabrics could 

not be broken down by triaxial shearing, requiring the definition of different CSLs for 

intact and reconstituted soils (Rampello and Silvestri 1993; Coop and Cotecchia 1995; 

Fearon and Coop 2000).  

 

This lack of convergence of critical states during shearing contrasts with the better 

convergence of the oedometer tests on Figs.5 and 6, although close inspection shows 

that at higher pressures the critical states for the intact and reconstituted soils do plot 

slightly closer together, perhaps the start of some convergence of the CSLs. The more 
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evident convergence of the oedometer test data may be the result of the much larger 

stress levels applied and larger volumetric strains. In many constitutive models for 

structured soils the volumetric strains are assumed to play a greater role in the 

breakdown of the structure than the shear strains (e.g. Callisto et al. 2002), while in 

some the destructuration is solely related to volumetric strains (e.g. Lagioia and Nova 

1995; Baudet and Ho 2004).  

 

Figure 13 shows SEM images of the intact and reconstituted soils from 20m after 

triaxial shearing. The intact sample (Fig.13a and b) has a much denser fabric than 

before shearing (Fig.3a and b) as a result of the strong volumetric compression it has 

experienced. There is still the evident preferential orientation of the particles in the 

horizontal plane and areas of the amorphous coating, possibly cementing, could still 

be found (Fig.13c). The reconstituted soil was sheared drained at 400kPa while the 

intact was sheared drained at 450kPa. Nevertheless the reconstituted soil seems still to 

have a denser fabric than the intact as might be expected from the lower specific 

volumes at critical state (Fig.13d and e). The difference between the horizontal and 

vertical surfaces is also less evident and areas of possible cementing were less easily 

identified.  

 

���'���(�����	�������	���
��� �

In Fig.14 the stress paths have been normalized for volume by an equivalent pressure 

taken on the CSL, p'cs, defined as:  
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���
 = exp	�!∗�"�#

�∗ �   (Eq.4)  

 

where λ* and Γ* are the gradient of the CSL and its intercept at intercept at 1 kPa in 

the lnv : lnp' plane. To reduce some small scatter of the normalized paths when 

identifying the state boundary surfaces, it has been assumed that any slight difference 

in the final specific volume and that on the chosen CSL (either intrinsic or intact) in 

Fig.11 arises from small inaccuracies in specific volume and so the final values have 

been adjusted to lie on those lines. Because of the two different M values for the two 

depths, the values of q/p'cs have been further divided by M so that the CSL plots at 

1,1.  

 

The paths for the reconstituted soil in Fig.14a define a clear reconstituted or intrinsic 

state boundary surface (SBSr). The shape of this intrinsic surface shares more 

similarity with those of sands (e.g. Coop and Lee 1993) than those of clays (e.g. 

Hosseini$Kamal et al. 2014), since the spacing between the isotropic ICL and the 

CSLr is relatively large at about 2.6 when expressed as a ratio of stresses, and the 

CSLr lies to the left of an apex of the boundary surface (i.e. a maximum value of 

q'/Mp'cs). The normalized paths of the undrained tests tend also to plot inside the 

boundary surface defined by the drained tests, so that Rendulic’s principle is not 

obeyed. In sands, Coop and Lee (1993) attributed these features to particle breakage 

but none could be detected in these tests and similar behavior has been found in gap 

graded residual soils by Ferreira and Bica (2006) also without breakage.  
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In Fig.14b the stress paths of the tests on intact samples have been normalized with 

respect to the CSLi. These are compared with the intrinsic SBSr normalized with 

respect to the CSLr, i.e. two different CSLs are assumed. The differences between 

undrained and drained tests are much accentuated with the normalized drained tests 

for low to medium stress levels reaching large stress ratios before a gross yield is seen 

after which the path drops rapidly back towards the critical state, a feature that can 

also be seen in the lnv : lnp' plane (Fig.11). The sizes of the intact state boundary 

surfaces (SBSi) are both considerably larger than the SBSr, again indicating the effects 

of structure. Once isotropic compression prior to shearing takes the initial state past 

the gross yield, the normalized stress paths tend to collapse back towards the SBSr, 

giving the paths that are more rounded with gross yield at lower stress ratios, 

converging with the shape of the SBSr. This behavior is again similar to cemented 

sands (e.g. Cuccovillo and Coop, 1999) or structured clays (Cotecchia and Chandler 

2000). Figure 14(c) compares the two boundary surfaces when they are both 

normalized with respect to the intrinsic critical state line, emphasizing the separation 

of the two surfaces in volumetric space.  

 

Comparing the two depths, the intrinsic behavior demonstrated by the normalized 

stress paths of the reconstituted samples (Fig.14a) is again very similar, apart from the 

different M values. For the intact samples the SBSi have similar shapes, but the larger 

SBSi for the 20m samples tends to indicate a stronger effect of structure at this depth. 
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This can also be seen in the isotropic gross yield points in Fig.6(b) which are slightly 

further outside the ICL for the 20m depth than for 50m. However, as Hosseini$Kamal 

et al. (2014) and Gasparre and Coop (2008) have emphasized, apparently larger 

effects of structure at shallower depths and higher initial specific volumes can be an 

artefact of this type of volumetric normalization. Older and/or more deeply buried 

clays, with lower in$situ Iv (or vn) values, reach states that are not as far outside the 

ICL as clays with higher initial Iv, but this is generally unrelated to the relative effects 

of structure in shearing.  

 

������������

An investigation was made of the effects of structure in a clayey loess from the 

Chinese Jingyang platform has been carried out, comparing two depths within a 

stratum of loess that has a similar geological age and origin and reasonably 

homogenous composition. The deeper loess had a lower in situ specific volume and 

was slightly more plastic, but otherwise the effects of structure on the larger strain 

behavior were quite similar, the shallower loess generally having a slightly greater 

effect of structure. The intact structure of the soil caused stiffer initial behavior in 

shearing, defining gross yield points that could be seen in both compression and 

shearing that marked the onset of destructuration. Although of a very different genesis, 

and having a low plasticity, the behavior of the loess could be analyzed within the 

same framework as is commonly used for sedimentary clays and the effects of 

structure were broadly similar to those in clays of medium sensitivity. Some elements 
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of structure were relatively robust and could not be easily broken down unless loaded 

to very large stress levels in the oedometer. At the low to medium stress levels used in 

the triaxial tests two different critical state lines could be defined from the end of test 

states, with little evidence of their convergence with continued shear strain. This was 

confirmed qualitatively by observations of the persistence of differences of fabric and 

possibly some bonding after shearing.  
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Cs  swelling index of intact soil 

Csr  swelling index of reconstituted soil 

e  voids ratio 

Iv  void index (Eq.1) 

K0   coefficient of earth pressure 

N*  intercept at 1kPa of isotropic ICL in lnv : lnp' plane (Eq.3) 

p'  mean normal effective stress 

p'cs  equivalent value of p' taken on CSL (Eq.4) 

p'0  mean normal effective stress at start of shearing 

q  deviatoric stress 

u  pore pressure 

v  specific volume (=e+1) 

vn  normalized specific volume (Eq.2) 

Γ*  intercept of the CSL at 1kPa in lnv : lnp' plane 

λ  gradient of ICL or CSL in v : lnp' plane 

λ*  gradient of ICL or CSL in lnv : lnp' plane (Eq.3) 
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σ'v  vertical effective stress in oedometer 

CSL critical state line 

ICL  isotropic intrinsic compression line 

SCL sedimentation compression line 
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Fig.1. Sample location of Jingyang on the south Chinese Loess Plateau 

 

Fig.2. Particle size distributions of the loess samples 

 

Fig.3. SEM images of the intact micro$structure of the loess(a) 20m deep loess, 

horizontal plane; (b) 20m deep loess, vertical plane; (c) 50m deep loess, horizontal 

plane; (d) 50m deep loess, vertical plane; (e) Higher magnification image showing 

coating over the particles (50m horizontal plane)  

 

Fig.4. Photograph showing the meso$structure of the 20m loess 

 

Fig.5. Compression curves of reconstituted and intact�samples: (a) oedometer tests; 

(b) isotropic compression curves from triaxial tests 

 

Fig.6. Normalized compression data for natural and reconstituted loess (a) using 

void index, Iv; (b) normalized specific volume, vn 

 

Fig.7. Typical triaxial test data (a) deviator stress$axial strain curves, (b) pore 

pressure responses for undrained tests (c) volume changes for drained tests. (R*** 

reconstituted, U*** undisturbed, *D** drained, *U** undrained)  

 

Fig.8. Development of stress ratio for reconstituted and undisturbed specimens  

 

Fig.9. Stress$dilatancy data for the drained tests on (a) reconstituted specimens 

(20m); (b) undisturbed specimens (20m); (c) reconstituted and undisturbed 

specimens (50m)  

�

Fig.10. Stress paths for intact and reconstituted samples (a) entire range of stresses; 

(b) enlargement for stresses less than 600kPa 

 

Fig.11. Critical states line in the volumetric plane 

 

Fig.12. Critical states line in the normalized volumetric plane 

 

Fig.13. SEM images of samples after testing (a) 20m intact sample (No. 20m_UD03) 

horizontal surface; (b) 20m intact sample (No. 20m_UD03) vertical surface; (c) 20m 

intact sample (No. 20m_UD03) showing detail of coating over particles; (d) 20m 

reconstituted sample (No. 20m_RD03) horizontal surface; (e) 20m reconstituted 

sample (No. 20m_RD03) vertical surface 

 

Fig.14. Normalized stress$paths of intact and reconstituted loess(a) Stress$paths of 

reconstituted samples normalized by 	
���using the intrinsic ��; (b) Stress$paths of 

intact samples normalized by 	
���using intact ��; (c) Stress$paths of intact samples 

normalized by 	
���using intrinsic ��� �
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Table 3. Details of oedometer tests 

 

Test 

number 

Sample  

depth 

Sample style Method of sample 

preparation 

Water 

content 

Initial 

specific 

volume, v0 

σ
′

vmax:  

MPa 

O1 20m Undisturbed — — 1.822 7.167 

O2 50m Undisturbed — — 1.710 7.167 

O3 20m Reconstituted Slurry — 2.331 1.098 

O4 20m Reconstituted Wet compaction 10% 1.963 7.167 

O5 20m Reconstituted Wet compaction 10% 1.797 7.167 

O6 50m Reconstituted Slurry — 2.151 1.103 

O8 50m Reconstituted Wet compaction 10% 2.303 7.167 
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Fig. 2. Particle size distributions of the loess samples 
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Fig.4. Photograph showing the meso-structure of the 20m loess 
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